Introduction
The Burrows-Wheeler transform [2] is used in many lossless data compression programs, of which the best known is Julian Seward's bzip2. Moreover, it is the basis of FM-indexes that support backward search [4] . In some bioinformatics applications, one needs both the Burrows-Wheeler transform BWT of a string S and the Burrows-Wheeler transform BWT rev of the reverse string S rev . A prime example is short-read mapping (finding the positions of short sequences of 25-150 base pairs-called reads-within a long reference sequence); see e.g. [5, 22] for overview articles. Short-read mappers are, among others, Bowtie [15] , BWA [16] , and 2BWT [14] . All three software-tools use BWT and BWT rev : BWA to reduce the search space, Bowtie to search from both ends, and 2BWT to search bidirectionally. In the prediction of RNA-coding genes [20] , it is also advantageous to be able to search in forward and backward direction. This bidirectional search requires BWT as support for backward search and BWT rev as support for forward search. Another example is de novo sequence assembly based on pairwise overlaps between sequence reads. Simpson and Durbin [21] showed how an assembly string graph can be efficiently constructed using all pairs of exact suffix-prefix overlaps between reads. (Välimäki et al. [23] provide techniques to find all pairs of approximate suffix-prefix overlaps.) To compute overlaps between reverse complemented reads, they build an FM-index for the set of reads and an FM-index for the set of reversed reads. The Burrows-Wheeler transform BWT of a string S is usually computed by sorting all suffixes of S (hence the suffix array of S is known). Of course, the Burrows-Wheeler transform BWT rev of the reverse string S rev can be obtained in the same fashion. However, because of the strong relationship between a string and its reverse, it is quite natural to ask whether BWT rev can be directly derived from BWT-without sorting the suffixes of S rev . In this article, we prove that this is indeed the case. More precisely, we give an algorithm for this task that has O (n log σ ) worst-case time complexity. Interestingly, essentially the same algorithm can be applied to obtain the Burrows-Wheeler transform of the reverse complement of a DNA sequence. Furthermore, we show that L F rev -the last-to-first mapping for BWT rev -can be computed along with BWT rev .
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The suffix array SA rev and the lcp-array LCP rev of S rev can also be obtained with our new algorithm, but only partially.
Fortunately, the arrays can be completed by means of the L F rev -mapping. In contrast to suffix sorting, our new algorithm is easy to parallelize. Experiments show that it is faster than all known (parallel) suffix sorting algorithms. This article is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce some preliminaries. In Section 3, we present the main result of this article: an algorithm that takes a string S, its suffix array SA, and its Burrows-Wheeler transform BWT as input and returns BWT rev in O (n log σ ) time. That L F rev can be computed along with BWT rev is shown in Section 4. In Section 5, we show that our algorithm can be used to fill SA rev partially and how the array can be completed. In Section 6, it is shown that our algorithm is able to compute all irreducible lcp-values of LCP rev and that the remaining reducible lcp-values can easily be derived from them. We further prove that LCP rev is a permutation of LCP. Section 7 outlines how the algorithm can be parallelized. In Section 8, we present our experimental results, and in the concluding section we summarize our results. A preliminary version of this article appeared in [18] .
Preliminaries
Let Σ be an ordered alphabet of size σ whose smallest element is the so-called sentinel character $. In the following, S is a string of length n over Σ having the sentinel character at the end (and nowhere else). The suffix array SA of the string S is an array of integers in the range 1 to n specifying the lexicographic ordering of the n suffixes of the string S, that is, it satisfies Fig. 1 for an example. We refer to the overview article [19] for construction algorithms (some of which have linear run time). In the following, ISA denotes the inverse of the permutation SA.
The suffix tree ST for S is a compact trie storing the suffixes of S: for any leaf i, the concatenation of the edge labels on the path from the root to leaf i exactly spells out the suffix S i . In the following, we denote an internal node α in ST by ω, where ω is the concatenation of the edge labels on the path from the root to α. A pointer from an internal node cω to the internal node ω is called a suffix link; see [10] for details.
The Burrows and Wheeler transform [2] converts a string S into the string BWT[1.
.n] defined by The lcp-array of S is an array LCP so that LCP [1] = −1 and
denotes the longest common prefix between two strings u and v; see Fig. 1 . It can be computed in linear time from the suffix array and its inverse; see [13, 17, 12, 8] 
Ferragina and Manzini [4] showed that it is possible to search a pattern backwards, character by character, in the suffix array SA of string S, without storing SA. Let c ∈ Σ and ω be a substring of S. The wavelet tree introduced by Grossi et al. [9] supports one backward search step in O (log σ ) time. To explain this data structure, we may view the ordered alphabet Σ as an array of size σ so that the characters appear in ascending order in the 
The Burrows-Wheeler transform of the reverse string
If we reverse the order of the characters in a string, we obtain its reverse string. For technical reasons, however, we assume that the sentinel symbol $ occurs at the end of each string under consideration. For this reason, the reverse string S rev of a string S that is terminated by $ is obtained by deleting $ from S, reversing the order of the characters, and appending $. For example, the reverse string of S = ctaataat g$ is S rev = gtaataatc$ (and not $gtaataatc).
Given the BWT and the suffix array SA of S, in SA has been identified by backward search (with the help of the wavelet tree of BWT). At that point, the algorithm proceeds by case analysis (below, + 1 is the length of cω):
• If each occurrence of cω in S is followed by the same character a (in particular, this is true whenever lb = rb), then 
← / * this will be explained in Section 6 * / We exemplify the algorithm by applying it to S = ctaataat g$. [2] [2] 
. Thus, t is assigned to both BWT rev [2] and BWT rev [3] . Now the algorithm continues with the new value k = 2 + 3 − 2 + 1 = 4. Fig. 2 shows the recursion tree of Algorithm 2.
In essence, the correctness of Algorithm 2 is a consequence of the following lemma. Moreover, the lemma allows us to parallelize the algorithm. • If lb = rb, then cω occurs exactly once in S and it is the length + Proof. According to Lemma 3.3, there are as many recursive calls to the procedure bwtrev as there are internal nodes in the suffix tree ST of S. Because ST has n leaves and each internal node in ST is branching, the number of internal nodes is at most n − 1. We use an amortized analysis to show that the overall number of intervals returned by calls to the procedure getIntervals is bounded by 2n − 1. Let L denote the concatenation of all lists returned by procedure calls to getIntervals. For each element [lb.
.rb] of L, either at least one entry of BWT rev is filled in, or there is a recursive call to the procedure bwtrev.
It follows that L has at most 2n − 1 elements because BWT rev has n entries and there are at most n − 1 recursive calls to the procedure bwtrev. It is a consequence of this amortized analysis that the overall time taken by all procedure calls to getIntervals is O (n log σ ) because a procedure call to getIntervals that returns a k-element list takes O (k log σ ) time. Clearly, the theorem follows from this fact. 2
The Burrows-Wheeler transform of the reverse complement of a DNA-sequence can also be computed by Algorithm 2. One just has to change the order in which intervals are generated by the procedure getIntervals. Recall that the reverse complement of a DNA-sequence S is obtained by reversing S and then replacing each nucleotide by its Watson-Crick complement (a is replaced with t and vice versa; c is replaced with g and vice versa). For example, the reverse complement of ctaataat g is cattattag; see Fig. 5 for the corresponding suffix arrays and Burrows-Wheeler transforms. Up to now, a φ-interval was generated before an ω-interval if and only if φ rev < lex ω rev , where < lex is the lexicographic order induced by the order $ < a < c < g < t on the alphabet Σ . In the computation of the Burrows-Wheeler transform of the reverse complement of a DNA-sequence, a φ-interval must be generated before an ω-interval if 
Algorithm 3
Computing L F from BWT and the C -array.
The L F -mapping of the reversed string
In this section, we show that Algorithm 2 can be used to compute L F rev along with BWT rev . Let us recall that the inverse of the Burrows-Wheeler transformation of a string 1 is based on the L F -mapping; see [2] . This mapping is called last-to-first mapping because in the matrix of the sorted cyclic shifts of the original string it maps the last column L (which coincides 
The suffix array of the reversed string
Algorithm 2 recursively computes the whole Burrows-Wheeler transformed string BWT rev of S rev but it cannot be used to calculate the whole suffix array SA rev . This is because a S rev -value can be assigned in only one of the two base cases of the recursion.
• It follows as a consequence that Algorithm 2 fills the suffix array SA rev only partially; in Fig. 1 the computed entries are underlined. Nevertheless, partial information is better than no information. Next, we explain how a partially filled suffix array SA of a string 2 can be completed. It is well-known that the L F -mapping can not only be used to recover the original string from the BWT but also its suffix array. This is a direct consequence of the equation
Algorithm 4 shows pseudo-code that computes the suffix array by means of the L F -mapping; see e.g. [17] for a similar algorithm.
Algorithm 4 Computing
In principle, the pseudo-code on the left-hand side of Algorithm 5 proceeds as Algorithm 4 does. In a left-to-right scan of the SA array, whenever it finds a defined SA entry (an entry that has already been computed), it follows L F -pointers and fills in SA[i] entries that have not been computed yet until another defined SA entry is reached.
Alternatively, one can use the pseudo-code on the right-hand side of Algorithm 5 to complete the SA array. This algorithm also scans the SA array from left to right, but this time it ignores defined entries. Instead, whenever it finds an undefined entry SA[i], it follows L F -pointers until an index k is reached with SA[k] = ⊥, and it stores the sequence
has been popped from the stack, the subsequent values
Algorithm 5 Given a partial suffix array, these procedures compute the whole suffix array SA.
initialize an empty stack
while stack is not empty do 
Algorithm 6
Given a partial LCP array that contains at least all irreducible LCP-values, this procedure computes the whole LCP array.
Because Algorithm 6 is very similar to the pseudo-code on the right-hand side of Algorithm 5, we do not explain it in detail. In the remainder of this section, we prove a strong relationship between LCP and LCP rev . Fig. 7 . The lcp-arrays of S = gcatgcatc$ and S rev = ctacgtacg$.
LCP array that are smaller than 3. We conclude that the value 2 occurs 8 − 7 = 1 times in the LCP array. 
Parallelization
According to Lemma 3.1, the following two properties hold in Algorithm 2:
other and can thus be processed in parallel.
• Each entry of the array BWT rev is accessed only once. The same is true for the arrays SA rev and LCP rev .
These properties can be exploited to develop an efficient parallel version of Algorithm 2. For a shared-memory multi-core system, the parallel algorithm works as in Algorithm 7. Given P processors, the procedure expandIntervals generates K = m · P pairwise independent tuples that cover the whole interval [1.
.n]. 
Implementation details and experimental results
We implemented Algorithm 2 using Simon Gog's [7] library sdsl (http://github.com/simongog/sdsl) and conducted experiments on a multi-core machine of 40 processors (Intel Xeon processors with 2.0 GHz; L1 Cache = 32 K, L2 Cache = 256 K, and L3 Cache = 18 M) and a total of 256 GB RAM. The operating system was CentOS release 6.2. All programs were compiled with gcc/g++ (version 4.4.6) using the -msse4.2 and -O3 optimization options. The parallelization was done by OpenMP directives. [12] to compute the LCP rev array directly because it is one of the fastest lcp-array construction algorithms. The parallel implementation of Algorithm 2 is called bwt-rev v1 (v1 stands for version 1) in Table 2 . In [18] , the experiments were conducted with a variant of this implementation, called bwt-rev v2 in Table 2 , which handles the case rb −lb = 1 separately. In that case, the relative order of the corresponding two suffixes of S rev is determined as follows: the substrings of S starting at the positions SA[lb] − 1 and SA[rb] − 1 are compared, character by character, in a right-to-left scan until a mismatch occurs. Clearly, the mismatching characters determine the order of the two suffixes. This approach causes less cache misses and does not use rank queries. As expected, it is faster in practice; see Table 2 . In bwt-rev v3, we extended this optimization so that each interval [lb.
.rb] with rb − lb < 100 is treated in an analogous fashion. As one can see from Table 2 , in most cases bwt-rev v3 is the fastest version, and it scales well with the number of processors. That is why the following experiments were conducted with this version, simply called bwt-rev from now on. Table 3 shows the result of an experimental comparison of our new algorithms with known algorithms. The experiments were conducted with parallel implementations of Algorithms 2, 5 (left-hand side), and 6. For a fair comparison, we used two parallel suffix sorting algorithms: the mkESA package [11] (only for DNA/protein datasets) and our own implementation (called PBS) of an improved version of the algorithm of [6] . (To the best of our knowledge, no other implementation of a parallel suffix sorting algorithm running on a multi-core architecture is available.) Once a suffix array SA rev is constructed with mkESA or PBS, we derive BWT rev in linear time from it and compute LCP rev sequentially as explained above (the running times can be found in the columns divbwt and divlcp of Table 1 ). Table 3 shows the experimental results for the datasets listed in Table 1 . The times for one processor P 1 correspond to the sequential implementations of our algorithms.
As can be seen in this table, our method outperforms the PBS and mkESA tools in terms of absolute running time and Table 3 Running times (in seconds) for the datasets of Table 1 using different tools and different numbers of processors (e.g. P32 = 32 processors). The rows titled bwt-rev, sa-rev, and lcp-rev contain the times for constructing the Burrows-Wheeler transform, the suffix array, and the lcp-array of the reverse string with the parallel implementations of our algorithms. The row all-rev shows the sum of the three times. The times for the tools PBS and mkESA include the time for constructing the other arrays as described in the text (so they should be compared with the times in the row all-rev). Because mkESA can solely handle biological data, it could not be applied to the dickens dataset. The I/O operations for reading and writing files are excluded in these columns, but the last column shows the I/O time. The values f-sa and f-lcp are explained in the text. Tool  P1  P2  P4  P8  P16  P32  P40 (f-sa, f-lcp) IO scalability. Moreover, in a comparison with the results in Table 1 , we see that with just two processors our method is faster than the method based on libdivsufsort, the fastest sequential suffix sorting algorithm. Of course, it is interesting to know how many entries of the arrays SA rev and LCP rev are filled already by Algorithm 2. The pairs (f-sa, f-lcp) in the last column of Table 4 compares the space consumption of the sequential method with our new parallel method. We stress, however, that memory was not an issue of the implementation. In other words, the memory use can be reduced at the cost of slower program execution. For example, the sequential method requires about 9 bytes per input character because the Φ-algorithm does. If one uses a different algorithm to compute the LCP rev array, e.g. the one described in [8] , then the memory requirement drops to 5 bytes per input character.
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